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What is it

A single framework for the computation of:

A. Hard events (LHEF) at the NLO or LO, to be subsequently

showered by either Pythia or Herwig [i.e. (N)LO+PS]

B. Infrared-safe observables at the NLO or LO [i.e. fixed order]

As in MadGraph⋆ there is no pre-defined list of processes:

all is generated/computed on the fly ←− automation

The name is typically shortened as MG5 aMC

⋆MadGraph5 aMC@NLO has replaced MadGraph5 in 2014; the latter is obsolete



◮ Source code at:

https://launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo

◮ Now on versions 2.9.6 (legacy) and 3.2.0 (that includes e+e− features).

3.3.0 is imminent (some new features + bug fixes)

◮ The code is routinely downloaded from the above web site by both

LHC experiments and theorists. The site also features user support

(questions, bug reports, . . .)

◮ Short-distance computations performed with a user-defined Lagrangian.

Most models are included in the package (QCD+EW, MSSM, SMEFT, . . .)



The idea that underpins automation: the ability to carry out

complex computations without necessarily having to understand

any technical details

While automated codes have been employed predominantly in

hadronic collisions, they do work for e+e− ones too
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So are we done?

Not quite. In those results:

◮ NLO was in αS, not α

◮ No beamstrahlung

◮ No description of all-order electron-mass factorisable effects

(which implies collider energy ≡ collision energy)



Consider the production of a system X at an e+e− collider:

e+(Pe+) + e−(Pe−) −→ X

Its cross section is written as follows:

dΣe+e−(Pe+ , Pe−) =
∑

kl=e+e−γ

∫

dy+dy− Bkl(y+, y−) dσkl(y+Pe+ , y−Pe−)

Here:

� dΣe+e− : the collider-level cross section

� dσkl: the particle-level cross section

� Bkl(y+, y−): describes beam dynamics (including beamstrahlung)

� e+ , e− on the lhs: the beams

� e+ , e− , γ on the rhs: the particles



The particle-level cross section dσ embeds all that is not beam dynamics

It is perturbatively computable, but plagued by log(m/E) terms to all
orders. Fortunately, the dominant classes of these are factorisable:

dσ (log(m/E), m/E) = K (log(m/E))⊗ dσ̂ (m/E)

The idea is to compute dσ̂ to some fixed order in perturbation theory,

and K to all orders (so that logs are resummed)

The definitions of K and of the convolution (⊗) determine unambiguously
how the logs are resummed. Historically (LEP), simulations have been
predominantly done by adopting the YFS formalism



Therefore, two things to be done:

1. Compute dσ̂

2. Compute K to all orders within a definite convolution scheme



Therefore, two things to be done:

1. Compute dσ̂

As shown before, MG5 aMC automated LO and NLO (in αS) results.

A further major progress has been achieved in 1804.10017: full automation

of NLO computations in α (as well as for any combination αk
S
αp).

NLO+PS results still restricted to QCD showers

−→



From 1804.10017; this is NLO in α; e
+

e
− results can be obtained as easily as these ones,

provided a definite scheme for item 2. above has been chosen (as is now the case)



Therefore, two things to be done:

1. Compute dσ̂

2. Compute K to all orders within a definite convolution scheme

We adopt a collinear-factorisation approach. Comparisons with YFS-based

predictions will help assess theoretical systematics in a comprehensive way

(I’ll concentrate here on ISR. Analogous formulae hold for FSR)



Collinear factorisation

=

dσ = PDF ⋆ PDF ⋆ dσ̂

PDFs collect (universal) small-angle dynamics



dσkl(pk, pl) =
∑

ij=e+,e−,γ

∫

dz+dz− Γi/k(z+, µ2, m2) Γj/l(z−, µ2, m2)

× dσ̂ij(z+pk, z−pl, µ
2) +O

((

m2

s

)p )

where one calculates Γ and dσ̂ to predict dσ

� k , l = e+ , e− , γ on the lhs: the particles that emerge from beamstrahlung

� i , j = e+ , e− , γ on the rhs: the partons

� dσkl: the particle-level (ie observable) cross section

� dσ̂ij : the subtracted parton-level cross section.

Generally with m = 0 =⇒ power-suppressed terms in dσ discarded

� Γi/k: the PDF of parton i inside particle k

� µ: the hard scale, m2 ≪ µ2 ∼ s



As I have said, parton-level cross section computations are highly

automated, and can now be carried out at the NLO in both α and αS

with MG5 aMC

Conversely, until recently PDFs were only available at the LO+LL,
which is insufficient in the context of NLO (in α) simulations

=⇒



z-space LO+LL PDFs (α log(E/m))k:
∼ 1992

◮ 0 ≤ k ≤ ∞ for z ≃ 1 (Gribov, Lipatov)

◮ 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 for z < 1 (Skrzypek, Jadach; Cacciari, Deandrea, Montagna, Nicrosini; Skrzypek)

◮ matching between these two regimes
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z-space NLO+NLL PDFs (α log(E/m))k + α (α log(E/m))k−1:
−→ 1909.03886, 1911.12040, 2105.06688

◮ 0 ≤ k ≤ ∞ for z ≃ 1

◮ 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 for z < 1 ⇐⇒ O(α3)

◮ matching between these two regimes

◮ for e+, e−, and γ

◮ both numerical and analytical

Main tool: the solution of PDFs evolution equations



In summary:

� The computations of both LO- and NLO-accurate (in both αS

and α) short-distance cross sections are fully automated in MG5 aMC

� QED PDFs of matching accuracy (NLL) are now also available

Embed the latter, plus beamstrahlung simulation, in the former, to obtain

physical predictions at e+e− colliders for arbitrary processes

−→ 2108.10261, and work in progress



Note: the above deals with QED ISR effects by means of an explicit

convolution between PDFs and cross sections

Alternatively, one can simulate such effects by means of parton showers

as is normally done in (N)LO+PS calculations

We have not (yet) implemented the latter in e+e− collisions, because:

◮ Non-trivial technical matching issues, due to the functional forms of the PDFs

◮ A genuine physics problem: no current parton shower can handle the NLL e± PDFs

Conversely, QCD (N)LO+PS calculations can be performed



Beamstrahlung in MG5 aMC (2108.10261)

General representation of the beamstrahlung function:

Bkl(y+, y−) ≈

N
∑

n=1

b
(e+)
n,kl (y+) b

(e−)
n,kl (y−)

In practice (so far):

N = 4 , k = e+ , l = e− ,

and (separation of variables):

Be+e−(y+, y−) = f̂11 δ(1− y+) δ(1− y−)

+ (1− y+)κ+f01(y+) δ(1− y−)

+ δ(1− y−) (1− y−)κ−f10(y−)

+ (1− y+)κ+f00+(y+) (1− y−)κ−f00−(y−)



The idea:

◮ Choose functional forms for the fα(y±) functions

(possibly collider-specific: see 2108.10261 for examples)

◮ For any given collider, run GuineaPig with very high statistics

◮ Fit fα(y±) on GuineaPig results

In 2108.10261 we have considered FCC-ee, CEPC, ILC, CLIC

Obviously process independent, i.e. to be done once and for all



Also, combine beamstrahlung and ISR, by exploting the separation of
variables to write the collider-level cross section as:

dΣe+e−(Pe+ , Pe−) =

N
∑

n=1

∑

ijkl

∫

dx+dx− φ
(e+)
i/k,n,kl(x+, µ2, m2) φ

(e−)
j/l,n,kl(x−, µ2, m2)

× dσ̂ij(x+Pe+ , x−Pe− , µ2)

with:

φ
(e±)
i/k,n,kl(x, µ2, m2) =

∫

dy dz δ(x− yz) b
(e±)
n,kl (y) Γi/k(z, µ2, m2)

This is also process independent, i.e. to be done once and for all.
MG5 aMC will include a code that performs this convolution



Take-home message

� MadGraph5 aMC@NLO now includes fully-realistic e+e− features:

NLO corrections in both α and αS, beamstrahlung, QED ISR effects

by means of NLL-accurate PDFs, QCD NLO+PS simulations

� Current public version (3.2.0) still restricted to LL+LO in α

(again: no restrictions on QCD corrections)

� Bear in mind the possibility of performing short-distance computations

with a user-defined Lagrangian (e.g. BSM, EFTs)

� A single code handles all type of collisions: features developed for

hadronic collisions have been/will be ported to e+e−

[e.g.: work has started (2106.10279, 2106.12631) for the usage with

GPUs and vector CPUs −→ see A. Valassi’s talk]


